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:HAS SOCIAL ANTHB.O~OLOqY A EVTURE ? 

,,' MUch has' been written and said recently abQut our ~ubject's present 
unhappy condition and future prospects, if indeed it has any.l ' 

,"'.' 

If sevt:lral recent pronouncements are to be believed, the' 9~tlook is 
gloomy. "Needham' thinks that social anthropology, ' iwhich liaf;! in 'any case 
oniy a nebulous and unconvincing definitian,', 'is falling apart' , (p, 39). 

'Its'-oniy hope, 'he argues, is to '<iisappear' by way of a 'progressive 
dissolution', its dis.lecta membra being absorbed by philosophy,sociology, 
histo:rl~ art, political science~ p!3ychology, and so on. Needham sees 
this cannibalistic orgy as an 'iridescent metamorphosis'. JairusBanaji, 
too, sees social anthropology as 'di$solving': for him 'Britis~ social 
anthropology 'has been slowly and steadily disintegrating,its future 
distracted be,tween disparate sectors of the "human" sciences' (PP.71-72). 
Others have expressed similar pessimism. An anonymous reviewer in the 
Times LiteraI' Su lement wrote in 1964 (4 June) that 'by the 1970s, the 
discipline of social anthropology) will have to join forces with 
sociology or become an anachronism'. According to Levi-Strauss, 
'Anthropology will survive in a changing world by' allowing itself to 
perish in order to be born again under a new guise' (1966, p. 126). And 
if it should dissolVe, he writes, 'this would not be for the benefit of 

any so-called social sciences (in his opinion 'there is no such thing as
 
soCiology'); but rather of the humani:ties; linguistics, philology,
 
archaeology; history, philosophy' (1967,p.359).
 

All the$e authorities, and others, consider that the discipline of
 
social anthropology is in'a state of grave crisis. But ,is it ?
 

It is worth noting, to begin with, that social anthropology is not
 
alone all).ong the 'so";'called social sciences' in undergoing at the,moment
 
such ,'a crise de conscience: sociology (which malgpf Mvi-Strauss
 

, unre'generately continues to eXist) seeins to be going through a comparably 
. agonizing self-appraisal, to judge from some recent pronounqements by its 

e:x:ponents. Thus in a new academic weekly called Faculty (which appeared 
and as quickly disappeared - towards the end of 1970) D.G. MacRae, the 

.... dfstinguishedL. S.E.. sociologist, published an article with the 
intriguing title (for which of course he may not have been responsible!) 
"Row sociology found itself and lost itself in a lifetime". Although he 
concludes on a modestly hopeful note, he remarks that sociology has 
failed to satisfy all the hopes, in fact more 'practical' than theoretical, 
held out for it in the 1950s.The crises of the ,1960s, h~..writes, 'found 
sociology apparently lacking in prescience, competence and conscience'. 
And in: a recent review in the New York Review of BOOks (11 March, 1971) 
entitIed 'Has, 'Sociology a future ?', the SOC:lologist Tom Bottomore refers 
to 'yet another diyersion [in modern sociOlogy] in the shape of Alvin 
Gouldner's "reflexive sociology", or, as Bottomore puts it, 'the sociolo
gist contemplating his own navel' ~ He goes on to refer to W.G. Runiciman's 
view of 'the present' confused state of sociology in which he ,(RunCiman) 

, can find neither a distinctive method nor a distinctive interest '. 

So s09ia1 anthropology's self-concern isn~t un~q~e. None 'of us can 
aifordto be complacent about the state of our discipl.ine, but I ,cannot 
persuade myself that its present state is as bad as Needham, Banaji and 
company say it is. On the contrary, it seems' to me to be alive and 
reasonably well in OXford (as indeed the existence and quality of this 
journa.lmight suggest) and in a number of other places. The dialogue 
between what Edwin Ardenei' in his Malinowski Lecture calls 'the new 
anthropology'(concerned'with categories and concepts rather than with 
consequences' and systems of action, with cogn,itive structures and 
'p:rbgrariune s Irathe,!' tha:n With functions, and with paI'adlgms rather than 
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'syntagms t) and the>older" structural-functionalism', not to mention
 
other perhaps hardly les~ interes1;ing dialoglles,are, one might think,
 
symptoms of vitality and growth" not of morbi,dity~ And, the', fact "dis..
 
quieting to some rilinds which seek some single, 'proper; way ofd6ing
 
~nthropology, that different social anthropo~ogists,do, ,more, or less
 
'inte:restingly atJ-d i11uminat~ngly, a v'ariety Of, differe,ntthi~gs, does 
'not seein to me to b~ a w'~aki1e'ss in what we are constantlyanq. no doubt 
correctly. told'is an.ec~ectic,discipline.' In The ,Concept ofMindRyle 

',described modern psychology as 'a partly fqrtuitous federation of,~ 

','inquiries and techniques t, which ,neither has nor needs" a locally trim 
statement of programme (quoted in Z~ngwill 1956). ,This' state of affairs 

'doe's not seem t6 bother psychologists, perhaps qeca~se they see more 
clearly than social anthropologists do that there is'no reason"why 

'workers in what is nominally "the same II field shouldndt'study quite
 
different, perhaps mutually incommensurable, kinds '9f problems. As
 
Paul ~eelasjustly reII$rks' (p.55)1"for all scholarly ends it hardly
 
matters what we +abel ourselves".~ , ' ", ,
 

If I am wrong, and the subject is on the way out, experience, over the 
past few years suggests that, at least as an academic discipliI(e, it is 
more likely to be taken over by,sociology, than to be dispersed among a 
variety of established humanistic specialisms, as ~vi-Stra~ss and 
Needham suggest'. One inight of course hope that it would ,continue to 
interact with these, as it does now. And even ~his fate is, I believe, 
very much less likely now than it was even a few years ago. This is 

partly because of sociology's own dwindling assurance, mentioned above. 
But it is due also, and 'more importantly, to the growing recognition 
that social anthropology's new directions are away from rather than to
wards sociology, if, with the Dictionary of the SocialSoiences, we 
define the latter subject as 'the scientific study of the social behaviour 
or social action of human beings'. I thi~ that few social anthropolo
gists today would define their subject lis' fa branch of' sociology, as 
Mair did in 1965: even some sociologists now recognise the t 'the two 
disciplines 'are different. Thus MacRae, in the artfcle referred:to 
earlier, remarked that the two discipliries 'were -not necessarily are 
so close that there was 'nothing 'to stop the social anthropologist from 
doing sociology; (as in fact many did). The words 'not necessarily are' 
are significant, for they indicate MacRae'saw'areness that ,the groWing 
edges of social anthropology are (as they have been for sOllleyears) 
increasingly on the non-'soCiological' side. ' , " 

Professor Evans-Pritchard has for long had reservations.,about the 
suitability of socialaI:lthropology for undergTaduate,courses,'partly
 

,because so far the maJor contributions in the subjecthaVie been made by
 
,scholars who received their firet training in o'ther'fields. There is
 
much force in this opinion, but I would hold that enough social 
anthropology, some parts of it admittedly more valuable than others (and 
much of it due directly or indire'ctly to Evans-Pritahard himself),., has 
beep. 'produced du:t'1ng the past half~ceritury or so, for it now to be 
called into question. As long as seven years ago an anonymous reviewer 
in The Economist (not, I think, a professional social anthropologist) 
wrote: 'SoCial anthropology has, come of age'; , it is a subject with a 
,systematic'body:of knowledge developed enough to be presentable'in the 
langu/ilge of educated discourse' (13 June, 1964). I think 'that today this 
opinion can be defended, and,that anundergraduate'course.. ~nsocial. 
anthropology, intelligently devised and taught in conjunction with 
allied ~isciplines,can not only inform but educate to an academic 
standard appropriate to a first degree" The teaching of ,social anthropo
logy in schools does, however, give rise to grave, ' though );lot insuperable 
difficultie:;l. Unless the subject' be very carefully, and. sensitively 

, taught, the impression which could be created by the tone,' and more 
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especially by the titles, of some early classi~s might well do very much
 
more harm than good. But whether we like it or not the demand for such
 
cou~ses exists and 'is growing, and one way or another it will be met.
 

In, these, days, when - it seems to me "'l' interesting and. sometimes 
. original studie s in social anthropology are being p~blished from time to 
time (as well as,inevitably, a lot. of rubbish), it is fair .to ask 
exac~lY what it is that social anthropology's critics, are complaining 
abou,t •.<It,iscertainly possible to deny that any worth-while work is 
being,orhas.;r-ecently been, produced, but I.donot th.ink that this view 
can be sustained. Leaving aside the cosmic scholarly undertakings of 
ISvi'-Strauss and his fol~owers, whose attempts' to establish the· funda
mental structures .of human thinking can hardly , :whatever one may think 
~of them, be described as uninteresting or trivial, many more modest 
re.searches are, I believe, steadily advanc.ing our understanding of human 
soe:tety and culture, both in concrete socio-cultural contexts (which is 
where research must anyway begin) and in general. And this I take to be 
wha tsooi'8.1, apthropology is fundamentally about. .In the course of the 
past two or ;tl1J;'ee years I have reviewed - and therefore read .. about half 
a dozen new books in the social anthr~pology of Africa, and I have 
learned something of interest from all of them, and a good deal from one 
or two of them3) •. 1\[i th.out cla~mingmore than a superficial knowledge of 
1I10S,t of the va~ious areas of social anthropology, I can say.that ever 
sinCe I came into; the s'Ubject the:re has always been something interesting 
going on in it somewhere. Is .other$' experience so very different ? 
And how much more than this is it reasonable to expect? 

I th~nk .that part of the difficulty is that social anthropology's 
critics are not always very explicit as to what it is that they think 
the subject ought to be doing. One oannotaltogether avoid the impression 
that they are, perhaps unconsciously, looking for a kind of father-figure, 
a Messiah, who will lead them, into.a, Promised Land with a new and 
revolutionary view of the human condition, in which all the old problems 
and ambiguitie13 will disa.ppear. They are dissatisfied with ,the piece
meal and for the most part gradual advance wpich must characterize by far 
the greater part of the development of any discipline. There have been, 
and no doubt will be again, revolutions (as well as rebellions). in 
anthropology, but revolution can hardly be, sustained as a permanent 
condition. WOrking historians do not regard their subject as moribund 
because new philosophies of history are not continually being produced. 
They just get onvvith. the <job of writing history. There does not seem to 
me to be spy very good rel:l,son why social anthropologists should not follow 
their example. 

.. 
A further and more recalcitrant difficulty lies in the nature of the 

subject itself• Some soe1.al anthropologists find it hard to accept the 
untidy but (inm,y view) une·scapable division' of interest in social 
anthropology between the study of social relationships,' 'action systems', 
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We are all now well aware that in recent years the pendulum has 
swung away from the consideration 'of causes and 'functions' to the study 
of categories andineanings - to cognitive as 'opposed to 'sociallstructures4). 
This, as I understand it, is a central theme, fascinatingly developed, in 
ArdenerisiThe new anthropologyt, though, he' emphasises that "both paradig
matic and syntagmatic mOdels have their places inou:i- sUbje~t ... the 
important thing is not to confuse them. 'In fact from the beginning 
anthropologists have been interested tn, and hav~writtem: about, ideal, 
donceptual'data; it was only the (fd:r a time ) seductive 'charms of the 
organic analogy of the functionaIiststhat persuaded 'them that they were 
not. It was not until the 1950s, partly through <theinipact of ~ans-
:tTitohard' s 1951 Marett Iecture, that' this interest lrl cQnceptsand 
categori~s began to ,become respectable again, atleastiri Britain. There 
were many referenCes to this shift of interest in the 1950 and 1960s; I 
myself remarked in 1955, without any'sense that I was saying anything 
original, ,on the current trend towards 'tllestudy of systems of' ideas and 
beliefs not exclusively from the functional point of view, but also as 
systems in their own right', calling for new types of analysis. Firth 
(1957), Pocock (1961) and a number of others have 'm'adethe same observation, 
at greater or lesser length. 

With 'this new and vigorous emphasis on social anthropology as 
essentially concerned with concepts and categories, with cognitive rather 
than isocial' structure, a concern with causal -relationships has in some 
quarters becomeunfashiomible', not to say downright unrespectable. But 
it seems to me evident that since what people do and say has' consequences 
as well as meanings, we are bound, unless we take a needlessly restrictive 
view of our subject, to take account of both aspects, despite the untidy 
dualism, referred to above, which this involves. In fact we mostly have 
done so, though some have been more 'attracted to one dimerision, others to 
the other. Indeed the pendulum maybe thought to be beginning a counter
swing. I have already mentioned Barth, whO, with his'" transaction' (a 
form of 'action') model has had a good'deal of influence in some quarters. 
In a recent article (1970) Rutl;t Finnegan, whose specialiSm has been oral 
literature, writes (p. 193): t Interesting as afeide616gies~ symbols and 
consti tutional charters, the time is surely past when sociologists or 
historians or political scientists are content only to study such topics. 
They are also interested in the actual relations of individuals and groups, 
the interplay of power and the empirical facts on the ground '. So the 
pendulum swings; a motion which at :least suggests that the clock has not 
run' down. Of course, as Heelas, commenting on Ardener, points out, the 
ground - or earth - where empirical facts are supposed to be found does not 
exist in any simple sense. But what does? For practical purposes Dr. 
Johnson's rebuttal of Berkeley's immaterialism is valid. 

If we' concede that social anthropology as it is practised has, whatever 
it 'ought' to have, both a sociological component (in so far as it looks at 
social action, choosing and decision-making, causes and consequences both 
intended and unintended), and a logico':philosophical, linguistic, 
hermeneutic and perhaps ultimately psychological c'omponeni(in so far as it 
analyses human concepts and categories, the structures they exhibit and 
the conditions that underlie ,them), then we shall 'have 'to be'a bit clearer 
than we generally are about social anthropology's relationship with 80cio
logy~ I have' said elsewhere (1964, pp.29-3l) that it is more than 
sociology, as tpat term is usually understood, •or at least defined, in that ( 
it studies' ideas, beliefs, etc., as well as other aspect's of culture such 
as art and oral literature, in their own right as well as in their relation

e	 ship,. if they have any, to systernsof social action. But it seems to me 
that .thereare,enough differences between what s'ocialanthropologists do 
qua sociologists and what sociologists do, even though some of these are 
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differences of emphasis, to justify keeping the two subjects distinct, at 
least for the foreseeable future. It may be useful to list here (but not 
to develop) six of what seem to me to be the most important of these 
differences. 

First, although the two disciplines share a number of intellectual 
ancestors, their origins and histories were very different, and these 
differences have important implications, (some of which I touch on below) 
for the kinds of subjects they are today. Sociology grew from a 
philosophical interest in the nature of human society itself, combined 
(in Victorian England) with a practical concern with the problems of urban 
poverty and industrialization; anthropology looked outward at so-called 
'primitive' peoples, first to provide supporting evidence for conjectures 
about the early stages in human history, later to learn about these peoples 
themselves. 

So, secondly, the kinds of societies that sociologists and social 
anthropologists have worked in have for the most part differed sharply. 
Sociologists have mostly confined themselves to 'iJestern, indust:rtalized 
societies, while social anthropologists have characteristically worked in 
remote and 'exotic' ones, usually small in soale, and in which most social 
relationships are 'face to face. That is, they have mo~tly worked in the 
context of 'communities', in Maciver's and Page's sense of that term 
(1950, pp. 8-9) which itself owes something to ~onnies' concept of 
Ck;emeinschaft. This is not of cOurse to say tha t social anthropology as 
'micro-sociology', can only be done in smsll-scale, 'simple' societies: as 
Banton (1964) has well said, 'the justification of social anthropology 
lies 'not in any claim to a distinctive subject-matter, but in the 
significant problems it has discovered, and the lines of explanation it 
has opened up' • But it is none the less true that significant problems 
and lines of explanation are likely to be different in different contexts. 

The 'otherness' of the societies and cultures that social anthropolo
gists have mostly studied has meant, thirdly, that they have from the 
beginning been centrally concerned with problems of translation and under
standing - the hermeneutics of the SUbject - problems which are very much 
less acute, though they certainly exist, for sociologists. This inter
pretative process continues to be a 'primary concern of social anthropolo
gists, as it is not for sociologists, who have been accustomed to work in 
milieux not totaly unfamiliar to them5). As Gellner has put it: 'Concepts 
and beliefs a:r<e, of course,of particular concern to social anthropology. 
Sociology can sometimes be a matter of ascertaining facts within an 
institutional framework which is taken for granted. The anthropolGgist can 
virtually never take anything for granted in this way•••• ' (1962, p.153). 

Fourth, it is a further conse~uence of the 'otherness' of social 
anthropology's traditional field that it could only be at all adequately 
studied by intensive fieldwork, by 'g~tting down off the, verandah i, in 
Malinowski's phrase, and living and working as far as possible as a member 
of the community being studied. This kind 'of 'total immersion' has neither 
played nor plays a comparable part in sociology. As already noted, usually 
the sociologist is already, in a sense,~ the society he studies; the 
anthropologist has to ~ into it, and this can be difficult and even 
painful, as well as rewarding. It can be, and has been, argued that social 
anthropologists make a fetish of fieldwork, and certainly there is a 
danger of this. (The term 'fieldwork' 'is anywaY' particul8.rlyinept, but it 
is hard to think of a better one). ' Data have, however,to be collected, 
and this task, nowadays, calls for professional skills. As I have elsewhere 
remarked, 'if social anthropologists do not do their own fieldwork, it is 
certain that nobody else will do it for th~'. 
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A further consequence of the 'otherness' of social anthrop910gy's
 
traditional field is (fifthly) that social anthropology has - so far 

made much less use of quantitative methods that sociology has. This is
 
partly because' you cannot .usefully quantify until you know what you are
 
quantifying, and the understanding of familiar sOcial and cultural data,
 
a long and full-time job, is the social. anthropologist's central concern.
 
Also, it is plain that people '.scategories and classifi.ca~i~ns, a main
 
interest ,of social anthropologists, are less susceptible tcr,,'quantification
 
than their patterns of social behaviour are, .It. is possible. to over
stress this difference 1:;>etween the. tw.o disciplines, as Edmund LElach perhaps
 
doe s when, speaking of 'field sociology', ·he says (1961, p.11) that
 
'sociologists'co~nt things' (as opposed to understanding them), and rather
 
implies. that this is all they do.· In fact sociologically minded social
 
anthropologists are increasingly counting things too.
 

There is a sixth, final and rather important practical point to make.
 
However one may estimate .the degree of overlap which currently exists - or
 
should exist -in theory.between the tI"10 discipline's, ,as a matter of fact
 
they are, for the most part,taught in universities as two quite separate
 
and distinct subjects. Even when they are taught together: in the same
 
department, it is common for signs of fission to appear. It is only
 
neoessaryto compare the entries under 'sociology' and 'social
 
anthropology' in any bookseller's catalogue, or the bibliographies
 
appended to introducto;r'y books in the.· two subjects, to see how very
 
di~tinctinpractice the teaching of them is. A limit~d quantitative
 
analysis of a random s~ple of three introduotions·to sociology (Sprott
 
1949, Bottomore 1962 and Johnson 1961- selected because I happened to have
 
them in my study) revealed that less than 10 per cent of the very
 

. considerable number of books cited were what would usually be classed as 
sooial anthropology.. Likewise; the coverage of works usually considered 
as 'sociology' in two popular introductions to social anthropology 
(Firth 1956, Lienhardt 1964) was barely over 10 per cent. So whatever may 
be thought desirable in principle; in. fact. the degree of overlap between the 
two disc'iplines, in regard towl1at; students in each are expected to read, 
may well be of the orider of approximately ten per. cent~ To suggest, as 
Jopn Barnes does in an interview recently published (Listener, 5 August; 
1911), that there is 'no distinction at all' between sociOlogy and social 
anthropology s,eems hardly exact. They are, indeed, the closest of 
companion .disciplines 9 sharing many common interests, and. it would be both 
foolish and impracticable to attempt to draw a hard and fast line between 
them~ But as things stand at present; they are cle~rly distinguishable 
from each other with regard to their histories, the~r characteristic 
methods and their main theoretical concerns, and only confusion can 
result, from pretending otherwise. 

I think, then, that the term social anthropology. denotes a viable
 
subject,grounded ina substantial and growing body of comparative data
 
and theory, and oriented towards. a. wide,and increasing variety of problems,
 
on the levels of both 'action' and, 'meaning'. This is enough to provide
 
social anthropology wi,th an identity, and to signal in the very broadest
 
terms the lines of its development. It is neither possigle nor desirable
 
to be much more precise. than this.
 

Let me conclude by takings brief 'outside,' view of social anthropoloBYtt 
from the point of view, that is, of some other· disciplines, whose 
practitioners irLcreasingly acknowledge that they have learnt something from 
social anthr'opology, as social anthropology has certainly learnt much from 
them. A few examples may make the point. Some professional philosophers 
(Winch, MacIntyre) have enthusiastically taken up Evans-Pritchard I s famous 
study of Zande thought, ..a.rld a recent collection of essays edited' by the 
sociologist Bryan Wilson (1910) brings philosophers and social anthropologists 
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together in a debate on the kind of thinking invqlved in myth and magic.
 
Tw.o important recent books on witchcraft in England by the historians
 
:Kei tt)., Thomas and Alan Macfarlane acknowledge indebtedness to recent 
anthropology as well as to Evans-Pritcha,rd's.classic study. Both of 
th~seauthors recently partiqipated withsocia,l anthropologists in a 
symposium on witchcraft and sorcery (published as Douglas 191Q). 
The6iogians, lawyers and classicists have derived, and acknowledged, 
help from social anthropology, and continue to do so. Social anthropolo
gists hav~ collaborated even more extensively with the other social sciences, 
not only, or even pre-eminently, with sociology, but also (for example) 
wit~political science, social psychology and economics. The connection 
:with linguistics is. manifest. :EJven without a. de,tailed. inventory of 
r~cent cross-disciplinapybridges, an inventory which might in fact be 
very useful, there is ample evidence, for those who :wi$h to take note of 
it, of social anthropology's contribui;ioris in a variety of contexts and 
over many years to longer-established disciplines. There is no reason why 
such contacts should not continue andirtcrease. We.need not wait for 
social anthropology's dissolution (as tpe Ilvi":Strauss quotation given 
earlier in this paper might suggest) befo:re. the humanities can benefit 
from its findings. By their own account they are doing so already. 

A dialogue must necessarily cease when one pari;ner to it has been
 
ingested by the .others, and social anthropology's demise, and its frag

. mentation and assimilation into other disciplines, must evidently bring 
these processes of cross-:fertilizationto an end. 'This would seem to be a 
pity. So long as the exchanges inv.olved are thoughtto be worth while by 
the parties to them, so long would there. seem to be a strong case for 
resisting the death wish which the subject has generated in some of us, 
and for sustaining social anthropol'ogy, at any rate for the foreseeable 
future, as a dis tinc i;' andseparate discipline., 

. But not too separate. Social anthropology 'will indeed have no future
 
if it .is to be looked up in the ivory towe'r to which the protagonists of
 

. the purest and highest scholarship have sometimes seemed. to wish to confine 
it. Such purists have sometimes given the impression tha t, in their view, 
social anthropology is not, and. need not be, of the' slighi;est practical 
use to anybody.: Sometimes they even appear to be rathershoc~ed that its 
findings should be 'made available in plain language to ordinary people. 
There are evident dangers in popularization. But, the dangers of isolation 
and in-breeding are even greater. If social anthropology is prepared to 
'come down off the verandah', and .to rub shoulders with other disciplihes 
and with other human concerns, practical, as,wel~as academic, without 
worrying too much about its state of intellectual and moral health, then, 
I suggest, the outlook for our subject is a good deal less bleak than 
some people seem to think. 

John Beattie. 
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1) It might, for this rea~on seem unjustified to add yet a further 
'note on the topic, especially as ;in a recent issue of this Journal 

, "(II f 1,lIilary 1911) Paul Heelas has provided a very fair summary 
" of three of the most recent statements (Needham 1910 f Banaji 1910 

and Ardener 1911). These brief cOmInemts one offered only a~ a 
modest attempt to clarify -perhaps simplify - some of the issues 
involved. " , "	 , 

2)	 There i$, however, one context in which labels, ev~n provisional 
ones, are,'tinfortunately; indispensable, and that is in the context 
of teaching the sub'ject. The philosophically-minded social 
anthropologist may, if he can afford it, decline to concern himself 
with pedagogics and with the awkward practical probl~ms which 
teaching involves; the professional teacher of the subject cannot. 
Students, both graduates and undergraduates, and even sixth forms, 
want to learn anthropology, and unless i tis dedided (as it cannot 
effectively be) that they shall not be, allowed to do so, someone 
has to do the jab of preparing curricula, deciding what shall be 
included arid what excluded, and so on. And these matters cannot 
be determined in a vacuum; courses and curricula already exist, 
and it is the amending and expanding of these, rather than the 
composition from scratch of ideal curricula based on conceptions 

, of what the subject, ought to be, that is our practical concern. 
or cOUrse ifanth~opolbgy passes away it will no longer be there to 
study. But I am arguing that this is' unlikely. 

For	 the information of the curious, they are: Man in Africa (eds. 
M. Douglas & P.M. Kaberry) ,1969; Tradition and Transition in East 
Africa (ed. P. Gulliver), 1969; Oracleset Ordalies chezles 
Nzakara (A. Retel:"Iaurentin), 1969; Witchcl'aft, Sorcery & Social 

,'~Cate	 ories amon the Safwa (A. Harwood), 1910; Kalahari Village 
Politics A. Kuper, 19,10; African Elite (J. Vincent), 1911.; and 

, Technology" Tradition and the State in 'Africa (J. Goody), 1911. 

,4) Of course not all contemporary social anthropologists go al'Ong with 
this trend. Fredrik Barth, for example, pleads for 'generative 
mod.els' to explain process; individuals pursuing goals and making 
choices: ' his model derives from games theory, not from Chomsky and 

, , the grammarians '. ' 

'5)	 This needs someq1Jalification,but as a statement of historical 
fact· it is essentially true.' 
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'5) This needs someQ1lalification,but as a statement of historical 
fact'it is essentially true.' 
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1) It might, for this reason seem unjustified to add yet a further 
'note on the topic, especially as ;in a recent issue of this Journal 

, "(IIf 1,IIilary 1911) Paul Heelas has provided a very fair summary 
" of three of the most recent statements (Needham 1910,Banaji 1910 

and Ardener 1911). These brief cOmInents one offered only a~ a 
modest attempt to clarify -perhaps simplify ... some .of the issues 

2) 

3) 

involved. " , " , 

There is, however, one context in which labels, even provisional 
ones, are,'unfortunately; indispensable, and that is in the context 
of teaching the sub'ject. The philosophically-minded s.ocial, 
anthropologist may, if he can afford it, decline to concern himself 
with pedagogics and with the awkward practical problems which 
teaching involves; the professional teacher of the subject cannot. 
Students, both graduates and undergraduates, and even sixth forms, 
want to learn anthropology, and unless i tis dedided (as it cannot 
effectively be) that they shall not be, allowed to do so, someone 
has to do the jab of preparing curricula, deciding what shall be 
included arid what excluded, and so on. And these matters cannot 
be determined in a vacuum; courses and curricula already exist, 
and it is the amending and expanding of these, rather than the 
composition from scratch of ideal curricula based on conceptions 

, of what the subject, ought to be, that is our practical concern. 
or cOUrse if anthi-opolbgy passes away it will no l.onger be there to 
study. But I am arguing that this is' unlikely. 

For the information of the curious, they are: Man in Africa. (eds. 
M. Douglas & P .M. Ka berry) ,1969; Tradition arid Transition in East 
Africa (ed. P. Gulliver), 1969; Oracles et Ordalies chezles 
Nzakara (A. Retel:"Iaurentin), 1969; Witchcraft, Sorcery & S.ocial 

,'~Cate ories amon the Safwa (A. Harwood), 1910; Kalahari Village 
Politics A., Kuper ,19.10; African Elite (J. Vincent), 1911.; and 

, Technology" Tradition and the State in 'Africa (J. Goody), 1911-

,4) Of course not all contemporary social anthropologists go al'Ong with 
this trend. Fredrik Barth, for example, pleads for 'generative 
mod.els' to explain process; individuals pursuing goals and making 
choices: ' his model derives from games theory, not from Chomsky and 

, , the grammarians '. 

'5) This needs someQ1lalification,but as a statement of historical 
fact'it is essentially true.' 
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